Demonstrated interest is a common term in college admissions, but it also an important piece for high school admissions. Demonstrated interest is the degree to which applicants and students show a school that they are sincerely interested in attending said school. Whereas test scores, grades, and extracurricular involvement are measurable in concrete ways, “interest” can carry different meaning depending on the student and the institutions. Below are the some ways students can demonstrate their interest in the high school search process.

Visit the Campus

The campus visit is important for two reasons: not only does it demonstrate your interest, it also helps you to get a better feel for the school. Matignon offers multiple events throughout the year in addition to shadow days. Take a look at our upcoming events!

Open House: Sunday, October 20th
Open House: Wednesday, October 30th
Connect with an Admissions Representative!

If you have a question or two about the school, call or email an admissions representative. Word of advice – plan your call and craft your email carefully; you’ll want to make a good impression so your best to avoid grammatical errors in your email fill with text-speak.

Interested in speaking with an Admissions Rep from Matignon High School? please contact the Admissions Department at admissions@matignon.org or call (617) 876-1212 x11.

Follow the School on Social Media!

Many school’s social media feed and accounts are readily accessible on their website. Follow or like their pages and maybe even share or re-Tweet something from the school to really show your interest.

Be sure to follow Matignon on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook to stay up-to-date on everything happening at 1 Matignon Road!

Don't forget - Matignon High School Open Houses are on October 20th and 30th!
Matignon High School

Open Houses

Sunday, October 20th
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Wednesday, October 30th
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

RSVP HERE!